
Smart Maintenance Planning 

The Strukton Wire Scan has been in service since 2012 with impressive results. The system has been able to detect 

contact-wire anomalies and predict future status in addition to the analysis of output data for wire degeneration 

patterns. Strukton Rail teams have utilized its measurements to pinpoint, via accurate GPS locations, areas of 

concerns for a variety of clients while at the same time providing recommendations for maintenance optimization.  

The Next Evolution of Overhead Catenary System Inspections 

Public transportation providers are working relentlessly to make rail transport a more competitive, safe and reliable 

option. Unfortunately, commuters sometimes experience unforeseen delays due to issues with the infrastructure, incl. 

overhead catenary system (OCS) problems. Automated wire inspection solutions bring a new paradigm for how OCS 

problems can be identified with greater efficiency and remedied more effectively while keeping network availability up, 

and bringing maintenance costs down.   

Increasing demands on public transportation have put pressure on service uptime yet budgets are shrinking. How can 

transit agencies tackle the challenge of decreasing funds while safeguarding asset integrity? How can the workforce 

be supported with objective tools to comply with state-of-good-repair asset management standards?  

Strukton Rail is uniquely positioned to support condition-based wire inspection & analysis by designing for ever-

changing  requirements. Our OCS wire survey solution, Strukton Wire Scan, provides a complete and automated 

solution for live (energized) contact-wire inspection. The new technology is based on non-contact measurement 

principles via a flexible, modular setup that can be deployed within hours. The scan results allow us to predict when 

and where future defects might occur. 

Our system measures – with the highest accuracy, fully automatic  

at high speed  – and includes: 

 the thickness and lateral position of all types of live contact wires; 

 the contact wire height and dynamics measured simultaneously; 

 4k UHD video recordings of the wires being scanned;  

 a flexible, online GIS-based data interface; and,  

 quick analysis of customer specific threshold exceedances. 

Strukton Wire Scan Offers Unprecedented Insight 

The Strukton Wire Scan 

can achieve up to 42% in 

savings vs traditional 

(hand) measurements 



”   

 

...due to your email about the areas with severe wear, our MOW group was 

able to get out in the time frame of a couple of days and insert some splices into those 

locations […] Thank you very much for good stewardship on communicating those 

early findings.    
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As shown in the graphs on the left, 

Strukton Wire Scan measurements give 

better distribution (StDev) and also limit 

the inaccuracies in field inspections that 

are related to human factors because they 

typically tend to measure wire locations 

with worse conditions. 

When OCS maintenance information is 

combined with actual wire performance 

data, decision-making can be based on 

root cause assessments and reliability 

factors.  Ultimately, based on multiple  

OCS scans, risk analysis results can be 

used to develop wire degradation models 

to help optimize life cycle costing and 

implement preventive maintenance plans.  

 

 

The Strukton Wire Scan automatically generates an asset register. A 

user-friendly GIS-based portal displays all the collected data in an 

interactive mapping environment, including the option to color code 

wear indicators as well as the opportunity to watch video recordings of 

the scan. All data can easily be exported and a comprehensive OCS 

wear report will be provided.    

Strukton Rail’s Smart Maintenance asset management concept is 

based on predicting failures, identifying problems before they occur 

and staying one step ahead of potential breakdowns. 

The findings can help public transportation providers improve control 

of planned maintenance, resulting in less unplanned activities.  
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Strukton Wire Scan measurements and visualizations provide you with reliable and detailed 

information on your OCS in order to improve system safety and cut down life cycle costs.  


